Date: 04.11.06
The Joint commissioner of Poice (North),
Police Head Quarters, New Delhi-110002
Sub: 930/Email dated 29/07/06
Dear Sir,
1. I am in receipt of the PM report along with the CFSL test report on Blood &
Viscera and Subsequent Opinion of the Autopsy Surgeon from the I/C, Sahabad
Dairy PP under the Bawana PS and have to make the following comments on the
same for your serious consideration.
2. The PM report is not readable in many places even to experts I have shown it to
and the CFSL test report no. is not the same as quoted in the Subsequent Opinion
of the Autopsy Surgeon. I have written to the I/C, Sahabad Dairy PP with a copy
enclosed herewith for your information.
3. Brief history recorded in the PM report is based on the information given to the
Autopsy Surgeon by the I/O, who should mention truth and nothing but truth. In
the present case the brief history recorded the statement ”the deceased along with
his freinds Engineering College ki pas nahar me naha raha tha, jo doob gaya tha”
was not based on established fact. This was contrary to fair investigation and its
impact on the Autopsy Surgeon cannot be ignored.
4. ”Blood & Viscera samples are preserved in saline solution which prevents it from
rotting for 45 days” [see under front page headline ”Death cases go cold in forgotten
viscera samples” in Hindustan Times, 16th October, 2006]. In the present case as
per CFSL report this was sent by the I/O to CFSL after 66 days and thereafter, it
was lying there for another two and a half months. This was so in addition to the
fact that as per the PM report, all the organs from which the samples were taken
were aready in advanced stage of putrification. As such the CFSL test report and
the subsequent opinion based on that are invalid.
5. In view of the fact that a vital evidence has been destroyed, it is absolutely
imperative to listen to the conversations on the mobile phones of the deceased and
the two guys [Akshat and Tapan] in whose company my son reportedly died.
Yours sincerely,
Dr. C.G. Bhattacharya,
Retired Professor of Statistics,
Indian Statistical Institute, Delhi Centre.
Residence: A-636A, Sushant Lok-I, Gurgaon-122009
Phone: (124) 4046636; Mobile: 9891050827; Email: cgb40@rediffmail.com
cc. 1. The commissioner of Police, Poice Head Quartes, New Delhi-110002
2. The Deputy commissioner of Police[North West], Ashok Vihar, Delhi-110052

